IMPORTANT Digital Content FAQ

What Agreement applies? License Agreement (cch.com)

What is the return policy?
• Digital Content is non-returnable and non-refundable once purchased.

Can I copy and print text from my Digital Content?
• You may copy, paste or print up to twenty-five (25) pages of text of any Digital Content every seven days unless otherwise stated for any particular Digital Content. Exceptions to this rule would be noted in the product description on CCHCPELink.com.
• You may annotate the text contained in any Digital Content.
• You are not permitted to modify, alter, revise, or otherwise change any Digital Content.
• You are not permitted to create derivative works from any Digital Content.

Can I share my Digital Content?
• You are not permitted to share, move, copy, reproduce, network, or otherwise transfer any Digital Content to any computer or other device of any other person.

Does the ability to view my Digital Content expire?
• Some Digital Content may not remain available for viewing from your Digital Content library; if for example, CCH no longer has the necessary rights or other licenses, consents, or permissions to that Digital Content or has otherwise determined to no longer make such Digital Content available. Digital Content already viewable by you will not be affected.
• No Digital Content may be exported or re-exported in violation of any applicable U.S. export laws, rules or regulations.

******************************************************************************

E-Books and Digital Journals (“Digital Content”)

NOTE THAT DIGITAL CONTENT IS NON-RETURNABLE AND NON-REFUNDABLE ONCE PURCHASED.
• You may: copy, paste, or print up to twenty-five (25) pages of text of any Digital Content every seven days unless otherwise stated for any particular Digital Content. Exceptions to this rule would be noted in the product description on CCHCPELink.com; annotate the text contained in any Digital Content.
• You may not: modify, alter, revise, create derivative works, or otherwise change any Digital Content; share, move, copy, reproduce, network, or otherwise transfer any Digital Content to any computer or other device of any other person; export or re-export Digital Content in violation of any applicable U.S. export laws, rules or regulations.
• Some Digital Content may not remain available for viewing from your Digital Content library; if for example, CCH no longer has the necessary rights or other licenses, consents, or permissions to that Digital Content or has otherwise determined to no longer make such Digital Content available. Digital Content already viewable by you will not be affected.